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                                            Abstract
   It is showed on the basis of the multiple-quantum operator algebra
space formalism that ultra broadband heteronuclear Hartmann-Hahn
polarization transfer could be achieved by the amplitude- and frequency-
modulation quasi-adiabatic excitation (90 degree) pulses, while it is
usually difficult for the adiabatic inversion pulses to achieve effectively
broadband Hartmann-Hahn transfer in a heteronuclear coupled two-spin
system. The adiabatic inversion and quasi-adiabatic excitation pulses
have an important property that within their activation bandwidth flip
angle of the pulses is independent of the pulse duration and the bandwidth
increases as the pulse duration. This property is important for the
construction of the heteronuclear Hartmann-Hahn transfer sequence with
the quasi-adiabatic 90 degree pulses. Theoretical analysis and numerical
simulation show that the heteronuclear Hartmann-Hahn transfer is
performed in the even-order multiple-quantum operator subspace of the
two-spin system. The multiple-quantum operator algebra space formalism
may provide a powerful guide to the construction of ultra-broadband
heteronuclear Hartmann-Hahn transfer sequences with the quasi-adiabatic
90 degree pulses.
1. Introduction
The Hartmann-Hahn polarization transfer experiment [1] is one of the
most important nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) experiments and has
an extensive application in high-resolution NMR spectroscopy both in
liquids and solids [1-6]. The Hartmann-Hahn transfer sequence may be
used as a basic polarization-transfer building block to enhance the NMR
signal intensity of dilute nuclei, which usually have a low spin
polarization, and as a mixing sequence to achieve correction among
different nuclear spins in molecules to help determination of molecular
structures. In high-resolution NMR spectroscopy in liquid broadband
heteronuclear Hartmann-Hahn transfer sequences usually were derived
from heteronuclear decoupling sequences [7-11]. These decoupling
2sequences such as WALTZ, MLEV, and DIPSI families [7, 8] usually are
of composite-pulse sequences of rectangular radiofrequency (RF) pulses
or amplitude-modulation shaped RF pulses. Such Hartmann-Hahn
transfer sequences have been used extensively in structural determination
of organic molecules and large biomolecules [12, 13]. Usually these
sequences need to dissipate much more RF power and have a high peak
RF power in order that effective bandwidth to cover the full chemical-
shift ranges of the nuclear spins in molecules can be obtained for the
Hartmann-Hahn transfer. This generates significant resonance shifts due
to sample heating which may cause problems for applications of the
Hartmann-Hahn transfer sequences in high-resolution NMR
spectroscopy. Therefore, a high-performance heteronuclear Hartmann-
Hahn transfer sequence has been highly desired which has a lower peak
RF power and dissipates low RF power but covers large chemical shift
ranges. Having been stimulated by the success that the decoupling
sequences based on adiabatic inversion pulses [14, 15] can achieve ultra-
broadband heteronuclear decoupling in high-field NMR spectroscopy
[16-18], several researchers have suggested to exploit adiabatic pulses to
construct the Hartmann-Hahn sequences [19, 20]. Although a high
tolerance to inhomogeneous RF field may be achieved for these
sequences [19-23], it is really difficult to obtain a broadband Hartmann-
Hahn transfer with these sequences with a low RF power. The adiabatic
pulses have the superior performances [14, 15]: (a) this type of pulses
have a much wider inversion bandwidth but dissipate much less RF
power and have much lower peak RF power than the rectangular pulses;
(b) the pulses have a high tolerance to inhomogeneous RF field. These
advantageous performances should attribute to the fact that such pulses
consist of pairs of amplitude- and frequency-modulation functions which
fulfill the adiabatic condition [14, 15]. It has been desired highly that the
superior performances of adiabatic pulses can be introduced into the
Hartmann-Hahn transfer sequences by using the adiabatic pulses to build
up the sequences. However, so far broadband hetero uclear Hartmann-
Hahn sequences built up with adiabatic inversion pulses with a low RF
power have not yet been found in high-resolution NMR spectroscopy in
liquids. Other researchers suggested adiabatic Hartmann-Hahn transfer
sequences with amplitude-modulation pulses, as be seen in Ref. [23-26].
These sequences usually are used in NMR spectroscopy in solids. It is
expected that it is usually difficult for these sequences to obtain
broadband Hartmann-Hahn transfer with a low RF power since these
sequences use only amplitude-modulation RF field.
It is well-known that flip angle of RF pulse is usually proportional to
the pulsewidth for a hard pulse or more generally is dependent in a
complex form on the pulsewidth for an amplitude-modulation shaped
3pulse [7]. Thus, for a given RF power an excitation pulse (90 degr e) or
an inversion pulse (180 degree) has a fixed pulsewi th [5, 7]. However,
there are also another type of pulses whose flip angle is independent of
their pulsewidth. An example is adiabatic inversion pulses and quasi-
adiabatic excitation (90 degree) pulses [27], as can be seen below. The
type of pulses has many advantageous performances and characteristic
properties themselves. One of the important properties may be that the
conversion efficiency of the initial longitudinal magnetization M0 in a
single spin system under the pulse is determined only by the constant
adiabatic factor of the pulse within the conversion bandwidth, as
investigated recently [27]. This indicates that flip angle of the pulse is
determined only by the constant adiabatic factor. Furthermore, the flip
angle is independent of the pulse duration within the conversion
bandwidth, as investigated below, and the conversion bandwidth
increases as the pulse duration and the square of the RF power [15, 27,
35, 36]. This property shows that adiabatic inversion pulses may not be
proper to construct broadband heteronuclear Hartmann-Hahn transfer
sequences according to the theoretic analysis and numerical simulation
below. It is understanding this point that leads me to the new idea to
construct heteronuclear Hartmann-Hahn transfer sequences by using the
quasi-adiabatic excitation (90 degree) pulses. As investigated below, this
property also shows that quasi-adiabatic 90 degree pulses could be
suitable for constructing heteronuclear Hartmann-Hahn transfer
sequences in contrast to the adiabatic inversion pulses. In this paper it is
proposed to use the amplitude- and frequency-modulation quasi-adiabatic
90 degree pulses to build up heteronuclear Hartmann-Hahn transfer
sequences. A theoretic analysis is presented for the possible mechanics of
the heteronuclear Hartmann-hahn transfer based on the multipl -quantum
operator algebra space formalism [28]. Numerical simulation confirms
the theoretic analysis. With the help of the multiple-quantum operator
algebra space formalism ultra-broadband heteronuclear Hartmann-Hahn
transfer sequences could be constructed with the quasi-adiabatic 90
degree pulses.
2. The even-order multiple-quantum operator subspace
A heteronuclear coupled two-spin system under a pair of amplitude-
and frequency- (or phase-) modulation radiofrequency (RF) pulses has
the total spin Hamiltonian in the rotating frame when neglecting the
relaxation effects:
                                 )()()( 10 tHtHtHT +=                                                  (1)
where the time-dependent Hamiltonian )(0 tH  and )(1 tH  are the
contributions from the pulses and the scalar interaction between the two
4spins, respectively,
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where iW  and sW  are the chemical shifts of the spins I and S, respectively
and J is the scalar coupling constant between the two spins; )(1 tqw  and
)(tqf  are the amplitude- and phase-modulation functions of the pulse
applied to the spin q (q = i, s), respectively. The total time-evolution
propagator of the spin system under the pulses then can be written as
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where T is the Dyson time-ordering operator. This propagator can be
decomposed into the product of the two factors corresponding to the two
Hamiltonian operators )(0 tH  and )(1 tH , respectively [5],
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with the interaction Hamiltonian )(tH i  in the interaction frame:
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Since the Hamiltonian )(0 tH  of Eq.(2) does not contain the interaction
between the two spins the corresponding propagator U0(t) actually
describes the time evolution of a non-interacting two-spin system under a
pair of amplitude- and frequency-modulation pulses. Then, one has the
following unitary transformations [29-32]:
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This is due to the fact that each of the above unitary transformations is
equivalent to the rotating transformation in the Lie algebra space su(2) of
a single spin with magnetic quantum number I=1/2. Now by using the
unitary transformations (9a) and (9b) the interaction Hamiltonian )(tH i  of
Eq.(8) is written as
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where the coefficients ),,( tJJ sipqpq WW=  (p, q=x, y, z) are dependent on
the rotating parameters ),( tpp Wa , ),( tpp Wb , and ),( tpp Wg  (p = i, s) in
5Eqs.(9a) and (9b). Obviously, the interaction Hamiltonian is dependent on
the resonance offsets or the Larmor frequencies of the two spins:
),,()( tHtH siii WW= . In Eq.(10) the first term is the longitudinal two-spin
order operator (2IzSz), the last four terms are single-quantum coherence
operators, and the rest four terms are even-order multiple-quantum
(double- and zero-quantum) coherence operators [28]. It will be seen in
next sections that for a pair of adiabatic inversion pulses which are
applied simultaneously to the he eronuclear coupled two-spin system the
dominating term in the interaction Hamiltonian )(tH i  of Eq.(10) is the
longitudinal two-spin order operator within their inversion band,
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where the effective coupling constant JJ zz » . It is well known that this
Hamiltonian can not derive the Hartmann-Hahn transfer [5]. This may be
the main reason why the adiabatic inversion pulses usually are not
suitable for deriving the Hartmann-Hahn transfer. However, for the quasi-
adiabatic excitation pulses (90 degree) the dominating terms in the
interaction Hamiltonian )(tH i  of Eq.(10) are the even-order multiple-
quantum operators within their excitation band,
            yyyyxyyxyxxyxxxxi SIJSIJSIJSIJtH 2222)( p+p+p+p= .                  (12)
This Hamiltonian plays an important role in deriving h teronuclear
Hartmann-Hahn transfer. It also shows that the quasi-adiabatic excitation
pulses could be useful for constructing broadband hetero uclear
Hartmann-Hahn transfer sequences.
In the coupled two-spin system IS the even-order multiple-quantum
operator subspace [28] contains the double-, and zero-quantum coherence
operators, the longitudinal magnetization ( Iz nd Sz ) and two-spin order
(2IzSz) operators. The conventional Hartmann-Hahn polarization transfer
[1-6] usually is performed in the zero-quantum operator subspace that
consists of the zero-quantum coherence operators and the longitudinal
magnetization ( Iz and Sz ) and two-spin order operators (2IzSz) in the two-
spin system since the effective spin Hamiltonian to derive the transfer is a
zero-quantum operator. However, the Hartmann-Hahn polarization
transfer may be performed more generally in the even-order multiple-
quantum operator subspace and the effective spin Hamiltonian to derive
the transfer is an even-order multiple-quantum operator [28, 29]. One
possible form for the even-order multiple-quantum Hamil onian is given
by Eq.(12) and can be generally written as
                   ),,(),,()( tHtHtH siDQsiZQe WW+WW=                                     (13)
where the zero- (HZQ) and double-quantum (HDQ) operators are
commutative with each other and are given by
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with the parameters dependent on time and the resonance offsets:
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Then the Hartmann-Hahn transfer derived by the even-order multiple-
quantum Hamiltonian of Eq.(13) can be expressed as
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where the even-order multiple-quantum unitary propagator is given by
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This propagator may be expressed generally in a unitary matrix form
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where the nonzero matrix elements are time-dependent and also
dependent on the parameters {J pq; p, q=x, y} of Eqs.(14a) and (14b) and
hence the resonance offsets. Now using the initial longitudinal
magnetization:
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one can calculate the Hartmann-Hahn transfer of Eq.(15),
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Equation (18) shows that the transformation +)()( tUItU eze  may create
generally double- and zero-quantum coherence, and the longitudinal
magnetization and spin order operators. Obviously, this is due to the
properties of the even-order multiple-quantum operators [28, 33, 34]. By
comparing Eq.(18) with Eq.(15) one obtains the conditions for the
complete Hartmann-Hahn transfer:
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If the spin Hamiltonian of Eq.(13) is time-independent, the even-order
multiple-quantum propagator of Eq.(16) can be written generally as
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where the parameters are given by
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Using this propagator (19) one can calculate analytically the Hartmann-
Hahn transfer:
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The first two terms in Eqs.(20a) and (20b) are the longitudinal
magnetization operators and the last four terms are double- and zero-
quantum coherence operators. Therefore, the complete Hart ann-Hahn
transfer ( zz SI ®  or zz IS ® ) occurs when the coefficient 1=g
i  or 1=g s .
The transformations of Eqs.(20a) and (20b) show that there are not only
zero-quantum but also double-quantum coherences to be generated during
the Hartmann-Hahn transfer period besides the longitudinal
magnetization Iz and Sz, indicating that the Hartmann-Hahn transfer
derived by the even-order multiple-quantum Hamiltonian of Eq.(13) is
8performed in the even-order multiple-quantum operator subspace of the
two-spin system (IS).
3. The amplitude- and frequency-modulation adiabatic inversion and
quasi-adiabatic excitation pulses
The adiabatic inversion and quasi-adiabatic excitation pulses are
composed of pairs of amplitude- and frequency-modulation functions.
There are many methods to construct an adiabatic inversion pulse [14, 15,
27, 35, 36]. Recently, a general analytical method [27] has been proposed
to construct high-performance adiabatic inversion and quasi-adiabatic 90
degree pulses. This method emphasizes the effect of adiabatic factor on
the performance of adiabatic and quasi-adiabatic pulses, hat is, the
adiabatic factor can play an important role in the construction of the
pulses. Here the adiabatic factor ),( tP wD  is defined as [27]
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Particularly note that this definition of adiabatic factor is inversely that
one in Refs.[14, 15, 35, 36]. Based on the general analytical method [27]
a simple and convenient formula to design an adiabatic pulse is obtained,
          211r )t(pdt/)t(d9
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where ptt0 ££  and tp is the pulsewidth of the adiabatic pulse, p is the
constant adiabatic factor, )t(1w  and )(trw  are amplitude- and frequency-
modulation functions, respectively. The phase-modulation function )(tf  is
related to the frequency-modulation function by dttdtr /)()( f=w . Now
given any amplitude-modulation function )t(1w  one can build up the
corresponding frequency-modulation function )(trw  by the general
analytical method [27] so that the adiabatic condition 1)t,(P <<wD  is
always met over the whole chemical shift (W) range or the whole
resonance offset ( )t()t( rw-W=wD=wD ): +¥<W  or +¥<wD . The second
term in Eq.(22) is the contribution of time derivative of the amplitude-
modulation function in the construction of the frequency-modulation
function. If this term is small and can be neglected equation (22) is
reduced to the conventional approximated formula [35, 36] to construct
an adiabatic inversion pulse:
                               21r )t(pdt/)t(d w=w .                                                 (23)
Equations (22) and (23) provide simple and convenient methods to
construct adiabatic inversion and quasi-adiabatic 90 degree pulses. The
more general method can be seen in Ref. [27]. It is particularly important
that for the construction of an adiabatic inversion pulse with Eqs.(22) and
(23) the constant adiabatic factor is set p=1/3, however, for a quasi-
9adiabatic 90 degree pulse the constant adiabatic factor is set p=2.3. The
quasi-adiabatic 90 degree pulse is not an adiabatic pulse since it does not
fulfill the adiabatic condition ( 1)t,(P <<wD ), but it has some similar
properties of an adiabatic inversion pulse and is constructed with the
same methods such as Eqs.(22) and (23) as the adiabatic inversion pulse
[27]. Therefore it is called the quasi-adiabatic pulse here. The frequency-
modulation function is approximately proportional to the product 20pw  of
the adiabatic factor p and the square of the peak power (0w ) of the RF
pulse [35, 36], as can be seen in Eqs.(22) and (23). Therefore, for some
pulses such as the hyperbolic secant adiabatic pulse one could change the
peak power of the pulse to obtain 90 or 180 degree flip angle although the
adiabatic factor is not set p=2.3 or 1/3 when constructing the frequency-
modulation function of the pulses by Eq .(22) and (23) [15]. However, it
is optimal for the construction of the adiabatic inversion and quasi-
adiabatic excitation pulses using Eqs.(22) and (23) or more generally
using the general analytical method [27] with settings p=1/3 and 2.3,
respectively. Since the operating bandwidth for an adiabatic pulse and a
quasi-adiabatic pulse is proportional approximately to the adiabatic factor
p the excitation bandwidth of the quasi-adiabatic 90 degree pulse is about
seven times wider than that of the adiabatic inversion pulse with the same
RF power and pulsewidth.
That the quasi-adiabatic 90 degree pulses could be suitable for
constructing heteronuclear Hartmann-Hahn transfer sequences is due to
the fact that the pulses have the extraordinary property that flip angle of
the pulses is independent of the pulse duration within the operating band
of the pulses. It is well known that flip angle of the conventional
rectangular pulses and the amplitude-modulation shaped pulses is usually
dependent on the pulsewidth. Actually, flip angle of the adiabatic and
quasi-adiabatic pulses is determined only by the constant adiabatic factor
[27]. Numerical simulation shows that the adiabatic and quasi-adiabatic
pulses have the important property that their flip angle is independent of
the pulewidth. As a typical example, the conventional hyperbolic secant
(backward-half part) quasi-adiabatic 90 degree pulse is investigated in the
numerical simulation. For simplicity, the frequency-modulation function
of the pulse is generated by Eq.(23) with the constant adiabatic factor
p=2.3 by starting the backward-half hyperbolic secant amplitude-
modulation function )t(hsec)t( 01 bw=w  (t ³ 0). Figure 1 shows that
bandwidth of the quasi-adiabatic excitation pulse increases as the pulse
duration, but all the flip angles are the same (90 degree) for different
pulse duration, as indicated by 0M/M 0z » , showing that the flip angle of
the pulse does not change as the pulse duration. The adiabatic inversion
pulses also have the same property as the quasi-adiabatic pulses. The flip
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angle of the pulses does not change as the pulse duration, as indicated by
1M/M 0z -»  within the inversion bandwidth of the pulses in Figure 2,
where the inversion profiles of the backward-half hyperbolic secant
adiabatic inversion pulse with different pulse duration are plotted.
However, the adiabatic inversion (180 degree) pulses are just not proper
to derive the broadband Hartmann-Hahn transfer. This will be discussed
in detailed below.
(a) The adiabatic inversion pulses
If the pair of pulses applied to the two ter nuclear spins are of
adiabatic inversion pulses, then the conversion coefficients )t,( pqq wDa
(q=i, s), etc., in Eqs.(9a) and (9b) should satisfy the following conditions.
(1) As shown in schematic Figure 3 (A),within the inversion band
DWq(tp): )t(W)t('W pqqpq £wD£-  ( qwD  is the resonance offset of the spin
q (q=i, s) and tp is pulse duration), the coefficients in Eqs.(9a) and (9b)
should fulfill the relationship:
          1)t,( pqq -=wDa , 0)t,( pqq =wDb , and 0)t,( pqq =wDg .                    (24)
This shows that the initial longitudinal magnetization M0 (Iz or Sz) is
inverted completely within the inversion band and in the duration tp of the
pulses.
(2) in the transition regions, i.e., )t(W)t(W)t(W pqpqqpq d+<wD<  or
))t('W)t('W()t('W pqpqqpq d+->wD>- , the initial longitudinal
magnetization M0 is converted partly into the transverse magnetization
Mx and My,
         0)t,( pqq ¹wDa , 0)t,( pqq ¹wDb , and 0)t,( pqq ¹wDg .                      (25)
(3) in the large resonance offset ranges, i.e., )t(W)t(W pqpqq d+³wD  or
))t('W)t('W( pqpqq d+-£wD , the initial longitudinal magnetization M0
keeps unchanged,
         1)t,( pqq =wDa , 0)t,( pqq =wDb , and 0)t,( pqq =wDg .                        (26)
This indicates that the adiabatic inversion pulses do not take into action
when the resonance offset is outside the inversion bandwidth.
It must be emphasized that the conversion coefficients )t,( qq wDa
(q=i, s) is independent of the pulse duration t (t > tp) within the inversion
band DWq(tp) for the adiabatic pulses, as shown in Figures 2 and 3 (A).
The average Hamiltonian theory [5] may explain approximately why
the heteronuclear Hartmann-Hahn transfer may not be achieved by the
adiabatic inversion pulses. For simplicity, examine the Hartmann-Hahn
polarization transfer on the resonance offset plane region SW(tp):
)t(W)t('W pqqpq £wD£-  (q=i, s). Assume that  pair of simultaneous
adiabatic inversion pulses are applied to the two-spin system. These
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pulses have the same inversion bandwidth )t(W)t(W pips D=D  which is
dependent on the duration tp f the pulses, as shown in Figure 3.
Obviously, )t(W)t(W pqq D³D  if ptt ³  and )t(W)t(W pqq D£D  if ptt £  since
the inversion bandwidth increases as the pulse duration for the adiabatic
pulses and the flip angle is independent of the pulse duration, as shown in
Figure 2. For convenience, the total duration of the Hartmann-Hahn
transfer derived by the adiabatic inversion pulses is denoted by Tp a d
here assume that pp tT >> . The interaction Hamiltonian )(tH i  to derive the
transfer during the period Tp is given generally by Eq.(10). The zero-
order average Hamiltonian for the interaction Hamiltonian is written as
[5],
                                    ò=
pT
i
p
i dttHT
H
0
)0( ')'(
1 .                                             (27)
This integral can be expressed as the discrete sum:
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where the number n takes an enough large number and
nkTtnTk pkp //)1( ££- . It should be noted that the interaction Hamiltonian
)(tH i  of Eq.(10) is generally dependent on the resonance offsets of the
two spins: ),,()( tHtH siii wDwD= . Now in the case that the pulse duration t
(or the Hartmann-Hahn transfer duration) is smaller than tp the interaction
Hamiltonian )(tH i  (t < tp) is given by Eq.(10) within the inversion plane
region (denoted by SW(tp)): )t(W)t('W pqqpq £wD£-  (q=i, s), as shown in
Figure 3 (B), since on the region all the coefficients in Eq.(10) may be
nonzero due to the condition that 0)t,( qq ¹wDa , 0)t,( qq ¹wDb , and
0)t,( qq ¹wDg  (q = i, s; t < tp). This is related to the fact that there are
transition regions in the inversion profiles of the adiabatic pulses with
pulse duration t < tp within the inversion band DWq(tp), as can be seen in
Figure 3 (A). The interaction Hamiltonian may contain zero-, single- and
double-quantum coherence and longitudinal two-spin order operators.
Such a Hamiltonian may not derive generally the broadband Hartm n-
Hahn transfer. However, when the pulse duration t is longer than tp the
interaction Hamiltonian )(tH i  (t > tp) of Eq.(10) within the inversion
plane region SW(tp) should be simple and contain only the longitudinal
two-spin order operator (2IzSz) since in Eqs.(9a) and (9b) only the
coefficients 1)t,( qq -=wDa  (q = i, s; t > tp) and any other coefficients
equal zero within the inversion band DWq(tp). Then the zero-order
average Hamiltonian of Eq.(28) within the inversion plane region SW(tp)
can be divided into two parts:
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The first part takes generally the form of Eq.(10), but the second part is
the longitudinal two-spin order operator (2IzSz). Since the total duration
Tp of the Hartmann-Hahn transfer is much longer than the time tp, t at is,
pp tT >> , the second part is the dominating term and the first part can be
neglected. Consequently the zero-order average Hamiltonian is
approximately equal to the longitudinal two-spin order operator within
the inversion plane region SW(tp), zzi SIJH 2
)0( p» . Obviously, this
Hamiltonian can not derive the Hartmann-Hahn transfer within the
inversion plane region SW(tp).
More generally, the time evolution propagator of Eq.(7) can be
expressed as the sequence with sufficiently small intervals {nTt pk /=D }:
        
))(exp().....)(exp(.....
))(exp())(exp()(
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1
12
1
112
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1
tttiHtttiH
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DD+-DD+-
DD+-DD+-= --- .              (29)
The total duration of the Hartmann-Hahn sequence can be divided into
the two periods so that the sequence of Eqs.(29) can be expressed as the
product of two parts. One part is the one with the evolution time t shorter
than tp and another is the rest part with evolution time t longer than tp,
                         )0,(),()( pippipi tUtTUTU =                                                (30)
where the propagators are defined as Eq.(7): )')'(exp(),(
0
0 ò-=
t
t
ii dttHiTttU .
All these unitary propagators in Eq.(30) are usually dependent on the
resonance offsets of the two spins. Since the interaction Hamiltonian
)(tH i  (t < tp) of the unitary propagator )0,( pi tU  is generally given by
Eq.(10) within the region SW(tp), any initial magnetization )0(r  may be
transferred into all the possible operator components, e.g., double-, zero-
quantum coherences, etc., in the Liouville operator space of the two spin
system under the propagator )0,( pi tU ,
         ...'dt)]0(),'t(H[i)0()0,t(U)0()0,t(U)t(
pt
0
ipipip +r-r=r=r ò+ .                 (31)
If the duration tp is much shorter than the total duration Tp, that is,
pp tT >> , the created operator components in Eq.(31) is small and can be
neglected in the contribution of the total propagator )( pi TU . He e the
norm of the interaction Hamiltonian )(tH i  keeps unchanged during the
whole duration Tp, as can be seen from Eqs.(3) and (8). Therefore, the
total propagator )( pi TU  may be approximated by ),( ppi tTU  within the
region SW(tp) when pp tT >> . Since the interaction Hamiltonian )(tH i  can
be approximated as the longitudinal two-spin order operator (2IzSz) within
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the region SW(tp) when t > tp, it follows from Eq.(29) that when pp tT >>
the total propagator within the inversion plane region SW(tp) is given
approximately by
                      )2exp(),()( pzzpppi TSIJitTUTU p-»» .                                 (32)
It is well known that such a propagator can not derive the Hartmann-
Hahn transfer. On the other hand, outside the resonance offset plane
region SW(Tp), that is,
       )T(W)T(W pqpqq d+³wD  and ))T('W)T('W( pqpqq d+-£wD  (q = i, s),
the adiabatic inversion pulses do not take into action, and the propagators
are given by )2exp()( pzzpi TSIJiTU p-=  and ])(exp[)(0 pzszip TSIiTU W+W-= ,
respectively, as can be seen from Eqs.(1)-(3), since outside the region
SW(Tp) the coefficients 1)T,( pqq =wDa , 0)T,( pqq =wDb , and 0)T,( pqq =wDg
in Eqs.(9a) and (9b). The propagators also can not derive the Hartmann-
Hahn transfer. For the transition region between the resonance offset
plane regions SW(Tp) and SW(tp) the interaction Hamiltonian is
complicated and is given generally by Eq.(10). It is usually difficult to
derive broadband Hartmann-Hahn transfer by the Hamiltonian.
Therefore, a pair of adiabatic inversion pulses applied simultaneously to
two heteronuclear coupled spins usually can not achieve effectively
Hartmann-Hahn transfer between the two spins.
Numerical simulation is carried out in a heteronuclear two-spin
system with scalar coupling constant J=140Hz under the full hyperbolic
secant adiabatic inversion pulses with amplitude-modulation function
)t(hsec)t( 01 bw=w  ( 2/2/ pp TtT ££- ) and frequency-modulation function
constructed by Eq.(23) with the constant adiabatic factor p=1/3. There is
difference between the backward-half and the full hyperbolic secant
pulses, but the conclusion obtained from the numerical calculation below
is the same for the two adiabatic pulses. For the case of the full
hyperbolic secant pulse numerical simulation shows that during the
beginning Tp/4 period of the pulse the longitudinal magnetization Iz (or
Sz) keeps unchanged over the inversion band, then the interaction
Hamiltonian during the beginning Tp/4 period is the longitudinal two-spin
order operator of Eq.(11) and its corresponding propagator is
)4/TSI2Jiexp()4/T(U pzzpi p-= , and after the time Tp/4 the propagator is
approximated by Eq.(32). Assume that the initial magnetization is
xI)0( =r . The total propagator (the pulse sequence) to be simulated
numerically is taken as
                       )t(U)t(U)t(U)t(R T0iT
+== ,                                            (33a)
or                   )t,)t((U)t(U)t(R q0TT p+f=                                              (33b)
where the propagators )t(UT and )t(U0  are given by Eq.(5) and (6) and
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their corresponding Hamiltonians are given by Eq.(1) and (2),
respectively. The propagator )t,)t((U q0 p+f  with phase shift +p with
respect to the propagator )t(U0  is used to refocus )t(U0  approximately
because here the pulses are 180 degree pulses. However, it must be
pointed out that the propagator )t(U0  usually can not be refocused by
)t,)t((U q0 p+f  for non-inversion pulses. The density operator is calculated
numerically according to +=r )t(RI)t(R)( pTxpTp  with the propagator
(33a) or (33b). Figure 4 shows the resonance offset dependence for the
anti-phase magnetization (2IySz) created by the propagator )T(R pT  of
Eq.(33b) from the initial magnetization Ix on the resonance offset plane
),( si wDwD : Hz200002/q £pwD  (q = i, s) when the pulse duration Tp=3/2J.
It can be seen that the initial magnetization Ix is almost completely
transferred into the anti-phase magnetization -(2IySz)  the resonance
offset plane region, while the theoretic propagator )T(U pi  of Eq.(32) also
predicts that initial magnetization Ix sh uld be completely transferred into
the anti-phase magnetization -(2IySz) when the duration Tp=3/2J.
Numerical simulation also shows that the initial magnetization Ix is
almost completely transferred into the magnetization –Ix when Tp=1/J,
which is also consistent with the prediction by the propagator of Eq.(32).
These numerical simulations using the propagator (33b) and the
propagator )t(U i  of Eq.(33a) of the interaction Hamiltonian )t(Hi  show
that it is difficult to achieve effectively broadband H rtmann-Hahn
transfer in the two-spin system under the hyperbolic secant adiabatic
inversion pulses. Therefore, a pair of adiabatic inversion pulses applied
simultaneously to two heteronuclear coupled spins usually can not derive
effectively Hartmann-Hahn transfer between the two spins. Actually, It is
first understanding this point that leads me to the new idea to build up
heteronuclear Hartmann-Hahn transfer sequences with the quasi-adiabatic
excitation (90 degree) pulses.
(b) the quasi-adiabatic excitation (90 degree) pulses
Now consider the case that the pair of pulses used to derive the
Hartmann-Hahn transfer in a heteronuclear two-spin system are taken as
two quasi-adiabatic excitation (90 degree) pulses instead of the adiabatic
inversion pulses. Then the conversion coefficients )t,( pqq wDa  (q = i, s),
etc., in Eqs.(9a) and (9b) satisfy the following conditions just like those
conditions (24)-(26) of an adiabatic inversion pulse.
(1) within the excitation band DWq(tp), i.e., )t(W)t('W pqqpq £wD£- , as
shown in the schematic Figure 3 (A), the conversion coefficients fulfill
      0)t,( pqq =wDa , 0)t,( pqq ¹wDb , and 0)t,( pqq ¹wDg .
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These shows that under the quasi-adiabatic excitation pulses the initial
longitudinal magnetization M0 (Iz or Sz) is converted completely into the
transverse magnetization Mx a d My within the excitation band.
(2) in the transition regions: )t(W)t(W)t(W pqpqqpq d+<wD<  and
))t('W)t('W()t('W pqpqqpq d+->wD>- , the initial longitudinal
magnetization M0 is converted partly into the transverse magnetization
Mx and My,
       0)t,( pqq ¹wDa , 0)t,( pqq ¹wDb , and 0)t,( pqq ¹wDg .
(3) in the large resonance offset ranges, i.e., )t(W)t(W pqpqq d+³wD  and
))t('W)t('W( pqpqq d+-£wD , the initial longitudinal magnetization M0
keeps unchanged, that is,
       1)t,( pqq =wDa , 0)t,( pqq =wDb , and 0)t,( pqq =wDg .
Obviously, the quasi-adiabatic 90 degree pulses do not take into action
outside their excitation band.
The quasi-adiabatic excitation (90 degree) pulses have the same
property as the adiabatic inversion pulses, that is, flip angle of the pulses
is independent of the pulse duration and excitation bandwidth of the
pulses increases as the pulse duration and the square of the RF power.
Therefore, the excitation bandwidth )t(WqD  at the duration t is wider than
)t(W pqD  at the duration tp if t > tp. By using the property one may find the
possible reason why it could be possible for the quasi-adiabatic 90 degree
pulses to derive the heteronuclear Hartmann-Hahn transfer. Now in the
resonance offset plane region SW(tp): )t(W)t('W pqqpq £wD£-  (q = i, s),
as shown in Figure 3 (B), the interaction Hamiltonian )(tH i  of Eq.(10)
can be simplified by the excitation condition of the quasi-adiabatic 90
degree pulses, that is, 0)t,( qq =wDa , when any duration t of the
Hartmann-Hahn transfer sequence is longer than tp, i.e.,  > tp. In this case
the interaction Hamiltonian )(tH i  is reduced to the form of Eq.(12),
indicating that the interaction Hamiltonian now is an even-order multiple-
quantum operator in the region SW(tp) instead of the longitudinal two-
spin order operator which is the interaction Hamiltonian in the case of the
adiabatic inversion pulses. When the total duration Tp of the Hartmann-
Hahn sequence is much longer than the time tp, that is, pp tT >>  the even-
order multiple-quantum interaction Hamiltonian makes the main
contribution to the whole Hartmann-Hahn transfer in the region SW(tp). It
is shown in the former sections that an even-order multiple-quantum
Hamiltonian may derive the Hartmann-Hahn transfer. Then the
Hartmann-Hahn transfer may be achieved within the resonance offset
plane region SW(tp) by the pair of the quasi-adiabatic 90 degree pulses.
This is completely different from that case of the adiabatic inversion
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pulses. Therefore, it could be possible for a pair of quasi-adiabatic
excitation (90 degree) pulses applied simultaneously to two heteronuclear
coupled spins to derive the Hartmann-Hahn transfer between the two
spins.
Numerical simulation is used to investigate the Hartmann-Hahn
transfer process derived by the hyperbolic secant quasi-adiabatic 90
degree pulses in a two-spin system with J=140Hz. The frequency-
modulation function of the quasi-adiabatic pulse is generated by Eq.(23)
with the constant adiabatic factor p=2.3. The propagators (pulse
sequences) used in numerical simulation include the propagator )t(U i  of
Eq.(33a) of the interaction Hamiltonian )t(Hi  and the propagator (33b).
Figure 5 shows that the initial longitudinal magnetization zI)0( =r  of the
spin I can be transferred to the transverse magnetization Mxy (absolute
value 2y
2
xxy MMM += ) of the spin S under the propagator of Eq.(33b)
of the full hyperbolic secant quasi-adiabatic 90 degree pulse in the
resonance offset plane region: Hz200002/q £pwD  (q = i, s). One can see
that the Hartmann-Hahn transfer completely from the spin I to the spin S
may occur even at some large resonance offset of the spin S, although the
transfer is not uniform and may not be achieved completely at some
resonance offset of the spin I. This shows that the hyperbolic secant
quasi-adiabatic excitation pulse could provide a possibility to achieve the
heteronuclear Hartmann-Hahn transfer. However, according to the
property of even-order multiple-quantum operators [28, 33, 34] an even-
order multiple-quantum Ha iltonian generated by the hyperbolic secant
quasi-adiabatic pulses should not derive the transfer from the initial
longitudinal magnetization zI)0( =r  to any transverse magnetization such
as Mxy of the spin S. The reason why the numerical simulation shows the
transfer xyz MI)0( ®=  induced by the propagator of Eq.(33b) is that the
propagator of Eq.(33b) is not the pure even-order multiple-quantum
propagator )t(U i  since the propagator )t(U0 usually can not be refocused
by )t,)t((U q0 p+f . In fact, the numerical simulation further shows that the
initial longitudinal magnetization zI)0( =r  is almost completely
transferred to the double- and zero-quantum coherences by the even-order
multiple-quantum propagator of Eq.(33a): )t(U)t(U)t(U T0i
+= , where the
propagator )t(U0  of the propagator )t(UT  of Eq.(5) is refocused
completely by +)t(U0 .  The backward-half hyperbolic secant quasi-
adiabatic 90 degree pulse is used to investigate the transfer in the
numerical calculation. Figure 6 shows that the initial longitudinal
magnetization zI)0( =r  in the two-spin system with J=140Hz is almost
completely transferred to the double- and zero-quantum coherences in the
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resonance offset plane region: Hz900002/Hz20000 q <pwD<  (q = i, s)
under the propagator )t(U pi  of the backward-half hyperbolic secant
quasi-adiabatic 90 degree pulses. The complete transfer occurs at the
pulse duration of about tp » 1/2J. These simulations confirm the theoretic
analysis that the interaction Hamiltonian )t(Hi  in the resonance offset
region is approximately an even-order multiple-quantum operator.
4. A possible ultra-broadband heteronuclear Hartmann-Hahn
sequence
 Although it could be possible for the quasi-adiabatic 90 degree pulses
to derive heteronuclear Hartmann-Hahn transfer, it is usually difficult to
obtain broadband heteronuclear Hartmann-Hahn transfer by a simple
sequence of the quasi-adiabatic 90 degree pulses. The multiple-quantum
operator algebra space formalism [28] may be very helpful in the
construction of an ultra-broadband heteronuclear Hartmann-Hahn
sequence with the quasi-adiabatic 90 degree pulses. According to the
theoretic analysis in the former sections the heteronuclear Hartmann-
Hahn transfer can be performed in the even-order multiple-quantum
operator space. This principle may guide one to design ultra-broadband
heteronuclear Hartmann-Hahn sequences by using the quasi-adiabatic 90
degree pulses.
 A possible ultra-broadband heteronuclear Hartmann-Hahn transfer
sequence could be constructed with the quasi-adiabatic 90 degree pulses
on the basis of the theoretic analysis in the even order multiple-quantum
operator subspace. Figure 7 (A) shows the Hartmann-Hahn transfer
sequence. The initial longitudinal magnetization Iz of the spin I is first
transferred completely into the even-order multiple-quantum coherence
operators by the first even-order multiple-quantum unitary propagator
)t(U p1e , then under the second even-order multiple-quantum unitary
propagator )t(U p2e  the even-order multiple-quantum coherence operators
are transferred completely to the longitudinal magnetization Sz of he spin
S. The sequence consists of the quasi-adiabatic 90 degree pulses which
are used to prepare the two even-order multiple-quantum propagators.
This sequence is called quasi-adiabatic excitation pulse deriving ultra-
broadband Heteronuclear Hartmann-Hahn polarization transfer echo, as
shown in the schematic picture of Figure 7 (B). The polarization transfer
echo is achieved in the even-order multiple-quantum operator subspace.
The propagator )(0 tU  of the quasi-adiabatic 90 degree pulses applied
simultaneously to two non-interacting spins have not net contribution to
the transfer, but it can degrade the echo and even destroy the echo and
hence need to be refocused effectively. How to refocus effectively the
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propagator )(0 tU  is a challenge in implementing the Hartmann-Hahn
transfer echo experiment at present. Now one possible Hartmann-Hahn
transfer echo sequence could be constructed below. The first even-order
multiple-quantum unitary propagator )t(U p1e  is prepared by a pair of the
backward-half hyperbolic secant quasi-adiabatic 90 degree pulses applied
simultaneously to the two spin with the RF phase along X-direction and a
refocusing propagator +)t(U p0 ,
                  XpTp0XpiXp1e ))t(U)t(U()t(U)t(U
+== .
The second even-order multiple-quantum unitary propagator )t(U p2e  is
prepared by the pair of backward-half hyperbolic secant quasi-adiabatic
90 degree pulses applied simultaneously to the two spin with the RF
phase along Y-direction and a refocusing propagator +)t(U p0
                 YpTp0YpiYp2e ))t(U)t(U()t(U)t(U
+== .
The numerical simulation has been carried out for the echo sequence
of Figure 7 (A) which has the propagator Xp1eYp2e )t(U)t(U . Figure 8
shows that near complete Hartmann-Hahn transfer (zz SI ® ) is achieved
by the echo sequence using the backward-half hyperbolic secant quasi-
adiabatic 90 degree pulses whose frequency-modulation functions are
constructed with the approximated method of Eq.(23) with the constant
adiabatic constant p=2.3. It can be seen from Figure 8 that a more than
80KHz bandwidth ( HzHz q 1000002/20000 <pwD<  (q = i, s)) for the
Hartmann-Hahn transfer (the transfer efficiency > 90% ) in each of the
two resonance offsets (iwD , swD ) is obtained by using only 5KHz of the
RF peak power of the pulses. The numerical simulation also shows that
the Hartmann-Hahn transfer based on this echo sequence is uniform over
the resonance offset plane: HzHz q 1000002/20000 <pwD<  (q = i, s). These
results illustrate for the first time the possibility that an ultra-broadband
heteronuclear Hartmann-Hahn transfer could be achieved by the quasi-
adiabatic excitation pulses with a lower RF power just similar to that an
ultra-broadband inversion can be obtained by an adiabatic inversion pulse
with a lower RF power [14, 15]. These results also show that the
multiple-quantum operator algebra space formalism [28] is very helpful
for the construction of the ultra-broadband heteronuclear Hartmann-Hahn
transfer echo sequence.
   From the view point of the quasi-adiabatic pulses a longer pulse
duration tp corresponds to a wider excitation band of the pulses, which
results in also a wider excitation band of the even-order multiple-quantum
interaction Hamiltonian and hence a more broadband Hartmann-Hahn
transfer. On the other hand, the complete Hartmann-Hahn transfer is also
dependent on the scalar coupling between the two he eronulcear nuclei
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and usually is approximately proportional to inverse scalar coupling
constant [5, 6]. It seems that the bandwidth for the Hartmann-Hahn
transfer is limited by the scalar coupling, but the excitation band for the
quasi-adiabatic excitation pulses is dependent on not only the pulse
duration but also the square of the RF power [27]. In particular,
bandwidth of the quasi-adiabatic pulses increases in a quadratic form as
the RF power, indicating that the bandwidth of the Hartmann-Hahn
transfer sequence should increase as the square of the RF power. This is
the extraordinary performance of the heteronuclear Hartmann-Hahn
transfer sequences based on the quasi-adiabatic 90 degree pulses. It
indicates that ultra-broadband heteronuclear Hartmann-Hahn transfer
could be achieved by the quasi-adiabatic 90 degree pulses with low RF
power.
Finally it must be pointed out that the key to implement in NMR
experiments the ultra-broadband heteronuclear Hartmann-Hahn transfer
echo should be how the propagator )(0 tU  f the quasi-adiabatic 90 degree
pulses can be refocused effectively.
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Figure Captions
Figure One: The excitation profiles of the backward-half hyperbolic
secant quasi-adiabatic excitation (90 degree) pulse )t(hc)t( p0p1 bw=w  (tp
³ 0) with different pulse duration (tp). The frequency-modulation function
is generated by the conventional approximated formula (23) with the
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constant adiabatic factor p=2.3. In numerical simulation the pulse has the
RF power KHz52/0 =pw , the truncation parameter pT/9865.5=b
(Tp=0.007s), and different pulse duration: (a) p=7ms, (b) tp=7/2ms, (c)
tp=7/4ms, (d) tp=7/8ms, (e) tp=7/16ms. (A) the quasi-adiabatic 90 degree
pulse with the unitary propagator U(tp)
+, (B) the quasi-adiabatic 90 degree
pulse with the unitary propagator U(tp).
Figure Two: The inversion profiles of the backward-half hyperbolic
secant adiabatic inversion pulse with different pulse duration (tp). The
frequency-modulation function is generated by the approximated formula
(23) with the constant adiabatic factor p=1/3. In numerical simulation the
pulse has the RF power KHz52/0 =pw , the truncation parameter
pT/9865.5=b  (Tp=0.007s), and different pulse duration: (a) p=7ms, (b)
tp=7/2ms, (c) tp=7/4ms, (d) tp=7/8ms, (e) tp=7/16ms. (A) the adiabatic
inversion pulse with the unitary propagator U(tp)
+, (B) the adiabatic
inversion pulse with the unitary propagator U(tp).
Figure Three: (A) the schematic inversion and excitation profiles of the
adiabatic inversion pulses and the quasi-adiabatic excitation pulses
showing how the flip angle of the pulses does not change and their
bandwidth increases as the pulse duration. (B) the schematic resonance
offset plane region on which the adiabatic and quasi-adiabatic pulses take
into action.
Figure Four: The resonance offset profile of the polarization transfer from
the initial transverse magnetization Ix to the magnetization (2IySz) under
the full hyperbolic secant adiabatic inversion pulses applied to the two
spins (IS) with scalar coupling constant J=140Hz. The pulses have the RF
power KHz52/0 =pw , the truncation 1%, and the puls width near 3/2J.
Figure Five: The resonance offset profile of the Hartmann-Hahn transfer
from the I-spin longitudinal magnetization Iz to the S-spin transverse
magnetization (Mxy) under the full hyperbolic secant quasi-adiabatic 90
degree pulses applied to the two spins (IS) with J=140Hz. The propagator
(pulse sequence) is )t(RT  of Eq.(33b). The pulses have the RF power
KHz52/0 =pw , the truncation 1%, and the puls width near 1/J.
Figure Six: The resonance offset profile of the even-order multiple-
quantum coherences created by the backward-half hyperbolic secant
quasi-adiabatic 90 degree pulses from the I-spin longitudinal
magnetization Iz using the propagator )t(U)t(U)t(U pTp0pi
+=  in the two-
spin system (IS) with J=140Hz. The pulses have the RF power
KHz52/0 =pw , the truncation parameter pt/5966.10=b , and the pulsewidth
tp=3.6ms (1/2J). The absolute value of the created total even-order
multiple-quantum coherences is denoted as å
=
ñá=
y,xq,p
2
qpSI2EVOMQ ,
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where ñá qpSI2  is the coefficient of the created multiple-quantum
coherence qpSI2 . The shown highest contour level of EVOMQ is greater
than 95%.
Figure Seven: (A) The ultra-broadband heteronuclear Hartmann-Hahn
polarization transfer echo sequence. The two propagators )t(U pen  (n = 1,
2 ) are the even-order multiple-quantum propagators and could be
prepared by the quasi-adiabatic 90 degree pulses. The transfer is from the
longitudinal magnetization Iz (Sz) to the longitudinal magnetization Sz (Iz).
(B) the schematic diagram of the quasi-adiabatic excitation pulse deriving
heteronuclear Hartmann-Hahn polarization transfer echo. EVOMQOS:
the even-order multiple-quantum operator subspace.
Figure Eight: The ultra-broadband heteronuclear Hartmann-Hahn transfer
( zz SI ® ) derived by the backward-half hyperbolic secant quasi-adiabatic
90 degree pulses using the quasi-adiabatic excitation pulse deriving
heteronuclear Hartmann-Hahn polarization transfer echo sequence in
Figure 7 (A). Each of the pulses has the RF power KHz52/0 =pw , the
truncation parameter pt/5966.10=b , and the pulsewidth tp=3.6ms (1/2J).
The shown highest contour level of the magnetization Sz is greater than
91%.
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(Figure Three)
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(Figure Four)
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(Figure Seven)
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(Figure Eight)
